
Shards Of Babel 20 is the Balls issue of the European SF Newsletter published
Netherlands. We try to appear every six weeks, and next issue will be a special issue published from the United States, with Hugo results; deadline 
for news to reach us in the Netherlands: August 10. Anything as hot as 
today's wheather can be phoned to us: between 10.00 and 22.00 the number is 
31 (70) 647 340.
— considerably even for printed matter sent abroad. Never mind, our

Title by Iain Byers, artwork by Brad Foster (check your Hugo ballots, folks!) and calligraphy by LAMorse, entire issue copyright (c) 1986 by Roelof
Today is July 7 — we are back on schedule!SOB: the fanzine you still remember having seen.

AkvsT

Eunocon z88 Race begins
Two bidders are now competing for the 1988 Eurocon. Bob 

Jewett in Glasgow, Scotland, and Dr. Sdndor Horvath in Budapest, Hungary, have let us know they want to host the 1988 Eurocon. Both bids will be submitting papers at Ballcon,

Society, and the chair for his Eurocon bid. Hungary has tried two other times to obtain the Eurocon — once for 1982 and again for 1987. It lost in 1987 to Perpignan, France. Hungary 
actually won the 1982 bid, but they had to give it up when their official support pulled out. Hungarian fandom then was 
bank account, etc." They spent the next three years working hard t • -he permits needed to sign contracts on their own 
authority. As Horvdth wrote us, "Hungarian fandom is an official body in itself, according to Hungarian law, with 
rubber stamp, bank account and all the necessities of a 
bureaucratic way of life."Horvath also includes information on the proposed conven
tion site in Budapest. It is a newly completed congress centre, "the answer to the prayers of every convention organizer. Twenty-four channel wireless translating device, video and movie facilities, big rooms for exhibitions, a congress 
room for 2000 persons, smaller rooms for panels, etc., and 
fully climatized."

Czechoslovakia

couple”of months is the publication of the first semi-- _ , TVario. Tkarie is the name of a
Czech SF film, made in 1963, named IKARIE XB-1, known ! 
the USA as VOYAGE TO THE END OF THE UNIVERSE or ICARUS 
duction with its hard-core SF theme._
overcome problems, every volume will have a different name: 
Ikarie XB-1, Ikarie XB-2, Ikarie XB-3, etc. Since under Czech law,a publication is only a magazine if two or more 
volumes bear the same name, Ikarie will not be a magazine 
from a legal point of view! .It's also difficult to publish SF comics in Czecho
slovakia. Our best -- unique! — cartoon artist is Ka]a 
Saudek, but he does not really get published. Once a year, 
however, a collection of SF comics is published (in a low print-run, 2000 copies of so) by the Speleological Society. Funny, isn't it? What do speleologues have in 
common with cartoons and SF? Elementary, dear Watson: 
SOME of them LIKE IT. (Ondrej Neff.) 

quality of its programming. The bid is'(looking for an Anglo- 
language. Bob Jewett also writes, "We are actively soliciting good quality, non-Anglophone matierial that we can integrate into our normal, multiple-stream programming." This looks as 
though the bid would like to broaden communication beyond 
English, which is otherwise quickly assumed to be the language of any international sf gathering. Jewett mentions 
that, like with Beacon '84, the committee will be asking multi-lingual fans to volunteer during the conventions as

In principle, the European Science Fiction Society likes to alternate the Eurocon between Eastern and Western sites. 
ESFS members will decide during Ballcon where the 1988 Euro
con is to take place. (compiled by LAMorse.)

Britain
Michael Moorcock is spearheading a campaign to persuade W.H. smith , one of Britain's largest newsagency chains and a leading magazine distributor, to remove the John Norman GOR series from prominent positions on its shelves, along with similar works which "unequivocally promote the authors's beliefs that women enjoy being brutalised, enslaved, humili

ated, and so on". In a letter to The Guardian (10 June), he^ 

give offence to the majority of its customers," a list which at one time included his own New Worlds. Morally he is opposed to censorship, he adds, but this would merely be an enforcement of the company's own rules, not his own.
The Birmingham-based fannish group the MiSFiTs (an acronym for Mercian Science Fiction Triangle, suggested by 

the ancient kingdom of Mercia in the West Midlands) on June 27. Founded in 1983 by former members of the aborted 'informals', the MiSFiTs was at the heart of the so-calle •Birmingham Renaissance' later that year and featured an unusually high concentration of fanzine producers and con 
organisers. The recent demolition of its meeting place to make room for a grass verge was one in a serie;sof blows to 
the membership, which gradually fell below a feasible level. 
In the past year or so the MiSFiTs doubled as the meeting place of the Organisation, a monthly apa, and there are plans to set up a replacement tor that part of 1 ® activities, perhaps on a quarterly basis. Birmingham other group, the BSFG (organisers of the Novacon), will 
continue unaffected. “Steve Green.



Rorway
a science fiction & fandom report

by Johan Schimanski

Conventions

The second H-Con took place on June 13-15. H-Con is the Norwegian relaxacon, the ”H" standing for, among other 
things, Hovden, a small place in the mountains where close 
relatives of a certain Norwegian fan own an apartment hotel, which is fully equipped with its own video circuit (very 
important. . . ). The students' SF society Aniara hired a bus 
hour journey was a central part of the cone’s programming!^ 

Another event related to SF was the second International Feminist Book Fair, which was in Oslo between June 21 and 27. One half of the main programme on the 24th was devoted to 
fantasy and science fiction, with discussion of myth and the position of women authors in that field. Major guests were 
Julian May, Elizabeth Scarborough, Lisa Tuttle, Jen Green, and Norwegian authors Margit Sandemo and Liv M. Alver.
group Morgana. One of their wished had been to do something Slightly less academic than the similar seminar held at the first International Feminist Book Fair in London.

There is also the gaming congress Arcon II. it was held i Oslo June 28th and 29th. This was less of a periferal event 
than it sounds like, because there is a large overlap between sr fandom and various sub-fandoms here in Norway.

There will not be any major national congress in Norway this year, however, which is a pity. But work is already 
underway to arrange a NorCon to beat all NorCons in June 1987. It will be called InterCon; we will be sending more 
datails later. Next Spring will also see the second ARDA 
symposium here in Oslo, arranged by the Norwegian Tolkien Society, Arthedain. This reflects the general international trend towards workshopping in Tolkien fandom.
the Worldcon this year, and we all look forward to meeting

Societies

students' SF club here in Oslo. It's run mainly by Johannes H. Berg. Aniara was first started in the sixties by the 
authors Jon Bing and Tor Age Bringsvee rd, and then restarted in the seventies. It reached an all-time low towards the end
the membership to a record of over 200 fen (albeit many 
fringe) in 1984. However, stability in Oslo-fandom since then, coupled with the new, higher membership fees, has led to a decrease in members. Aniara still holds some 15 meetings each year, including an action-packed auction twice a year.

If one looks at Sweden, and then at Norway, one couldn't oe blamed for believing that the Norwegian fanzine scene is a small whimper beside a big bang. While Swedish fanzine fan
dom is slowly destroying itself in interminable fan-feuds, 
we don't find much to destroy in Norway. However, when something does come out, it is often quite good. For the last 
year or two we have continually been on the edge of a fanzine boom. (Though if it ever comes, I doubt if it will be anything like the great fanzine boom of the early seventies.)

We all were waiting for something at the last NorCon, 
Scancon 85", with around 200 participants. The following 

fanzines had been promised: Algernon, published by Aniara, which has seen almost 30 issues; Titan, a gaming zine; 
Angerthas, the quite regular zine of the Norwegian Tolkien Society; the graphics-oriented, personal-mixture zines 
Outbreak, and TusmQrkedyene ("The Twilight Isles") • and 
the legendary Unnskyld ("Sorry"). But in the end we had to be satisfied with Outbreak 9, (which contained a lot of 
fringe material on Celts, rock music and Tolkien.) , the on-the-spot stencil Kongzine, and the well-made congress 
programme book. The other zines Algy, Titan and Tus have yet to appear. Not to mention Unnskyld.

However, one good thing about Scancon was that it gave the 

fourth issue. The editors, Johannes H. Berg, Kristin Thorrud and myself, have worked a lot on it, but we have taken some tine to get used to editing such a zine, and I am not sure how effective it has been in providing news. 
But its publication has undoubtably had an important effect on Norwegian fandom.
Jorgensen's Inca and 4 08 42 16, both good news and^om^ent 
fanzines with plenty of humour. Per's first attempts at 
writing zines were somewhat neofannish, though this wore off as time went on. The same cannot be said of another zine dating from the same period, Galadriel. This short story 
zine, publishing much humourous and grotesque fiction, has kept fandom at arm's length. It is also marred somewhat by 
the editor's dyslexia and over-use of second-hand artwork.The only regular stencil-zine in the country is the strange and wonderful Ironlynx, produced anywhere and anyhow by anyone, but mostly by Oslo fans at the twice-yearly Aniara parties. It is a subtle mixture of mindless drivel 
and illuminated masterpiece, and just about incomprehensible to anyone except for its producers. The latest issue will be out soon, at a record 36 pages thick.

The future of the stencil-zine looks bright — two Oslo actifans have just got hold of stencil machines, increasing the number of fannish machines three-fold for Norway.
Zines in the waiting are Cato Sture's Capricorn, Egil 

Stenseth and J0rn Uno Myrvoll's Thankyou Slartibartfast, you may go and the official NSFF zine Kraken.

Publishing

seventies, authors Jon Bing and Tor Age Bringsvee rd worked hard in getting SF accepted as publishable literature 
anthologies published by the largest Norwegian book club, and 
the publisher Gyldendal put out many books in their Lanterne 
children. But the majority of these books were translations

Arthedain, which is the Tolkien society, and the students' 

last year there has been a gaming shop in Oslo that is run 
other societies — for medieval studies, Christian lit-
chronism, Norse religion and what-not. And the last years have seen a series of half-successful fannish coups in the student political scene, mainly grouped under the Independent Cultural Front UKF.

Outside Oslo, the fannish scene has been rather quiet. ' 
Attempt have been made to start a national SF society, NSFF, but little has been done so far. However, this Spring has seen the founding of sr clubs in two other major cities, 
Tromsd and Trondheim. The Tromsd society was started by the semi-pro-zone editor Cato Sture, and the one in Trondheim grew out of the local gaming club. Hexagon. 

book club concentrating on SF, run by Terje Wanberg. This is run on a minimal budget. It has little or no marketing beyond Wanberg's mailing lists. His latest publication is 
Jessica Amanda Salmonson's Amazons anthology, translated by the Morgana fantasy-group, and tying in with the Feminist Book Fair. We also have occasional experiments, for example: Aventura's publication of Foundation, translated by Arne 
Treholt. The second volume of the Foundation trilogy is coming out soon, this time translated by fan P. G. Olsen. We also have the authors 0ivind Myhre and Ingar Knudsen Jr., who 
both publish SF with professional publishers. Lastly we 
find some "mainstream SF" like Michael Ende and Angel Carter published professionally.

One^reason for the decline of SF-publishing in Norway has

continued page 3



NORWAY. . . continues

Most Norwegian fans read English, and we are lucky that

Addresses

Aniara, Postboks 93, Blindern, N-0313 Oslo 3, Norway. If you

Contact with foreign fandoms 

to Arthedain, Postboks 83, Arvo11, N-0313 Oslo 3, Norway. Their fanzine Angerthas usually contains an English Corner, and it has actually come out with an all-English "best-of"

but that's about all. The only Norwegian fans well-known in Sweden are Leonard Borgzinner and Per Chr. Jorgensen. We used 
to have fair contact with Danish fandom, but hear little from 
those parts now.

PTKfttK.

Write-in campaigns For Worldcon and GUFF

. Herman has entered an already crowded race for the 1988 World Science Fiction Convention. He is the Convenor of the Australian bid committee for "Sydney Cove in 88 . 
Herman wrote in a press release dated 6 June 1986 that the bid is "not just a clone of an 
American bid, but a unique word-of-mouth campaign aimed at those fans dissatisfied with the four current bids." The remaining bids for the 1988 Worldcon, which will be voted on at Confederation this August, are the Bermuda Triangle (on the SS Norway), Cincinnati, New Cleans and St. Louis, all American-based bids. (However, the Bermuda Triangle bid 
calls itself an "off the continent" bid.)Herman named the Shore Hotel and Convention Centre in Artarmon, Australia, as the Sydney Cove bid facility. He also said that programme emphasis will be on serious discussion of scientific and social issues underlying SF, and on items encouraging partici- 
pa The Going-Under Fan Fund is also enjoying a lively competition. Not only are there three regular candidates, but Tim Jones of Aotearea, New Zealand, has declared himself as ^write-in for the current race. Jones did have his nominators for GUFF assembled on time, 
but his nomination was ruled out of order because one of his nominators, while born in 
Europe, had not been active in fandom until after moving to New Zealand Other fans running for GUFF this year are Valma Brown, Irwin Hirsh and Jean Weber (see GUFF ballot elsewhere in this issue) . Weber wrote that she was pleased with Jones candidacy, saying 
that some fans were trying to promote GUFF not just as an Australian-United exchange, but as a programme including New Zealand and Europe as well, (assembled from

Finncon ’86 — For the fun of it all

A self-centered report by Pekka Markkula.
The most significant Finnish SF convention up to date was held 
dignified Old Student House. With its most prominent guest Brian Aldiss of England, Finncon attracted some 300 Finnish SF lovers to listen to speeches and panel discussions, and meet other

I must admit I was flattered when I was asked by organizer 
Tom Olander and the rest of the committee to hold a lecture 
but on the other hand, I tend to take these things with a 
fifteen years, and whenever people ask me to do something for nothing, I shun the idea. However, as I'd attended Tamcon, the Tamnora convention, a year before, the idea attracted me, 
guidance to science fiction. What could I say about a thing 
like that? After all, there are people with a far better knowledge of SF than I have, and my ability to analyse literature is next to none. Luckily, I was told that the subject could be approached freely and informally, so I jumped 
on the chance like a dog on a bone.Funny enough, I really worked on the theme - comparing the effort to the preparations for some radio programs I had done, 
I realized that I had done a job which usually would have 
earned me something like US $ 2000. And again, funny enough, 

how the audience reacts in other countries, but I'm not far from the truth when I say that talking to a Finnish audience is just like talking to a funeral crowd consisting of 300 

corpses and one live guest. To say the crowd went bananas is 
to talk about a bunch of dead bananas.Luckily I later discovered that my speech had been appreciated, which saved my day. Another programme item was a discussion of writers, including such famous and important oeople like Brian Aldiss, Sam Lundwall, Borje Hjelm and two Finnish ladies called Eija Elo and Johanna Sinisalo. The discussion was mostly dominated by an argument concerning money. That - of course - is always an interesting topic.Johanna was awarded the Atorox Prize. I was genuinely 

room, meet people, take a step out of my cynic attitude concerning doing something for nothing. I met a lot of idealistic people who seem to be ready to bend over back- wards to make things happen. Being a free-lance writer can be a very lonely experience, and I think that must be one of the 
to conventions like this one.
science fiction is only a means of expression, it has no value 

......
^Personally I had such a good time that it took me several days to recover. I do hope the feeling was as mutual as



Sam Lundwal retires from public life 
Terry Carr fan Anthology
Alvar Award 
seff in Sweden

Sam Lundwall has sent out a letter to friends and others, stating the following:"TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
After various public activities which have interrupted my

Lars-Arne Karlsson, a well-known fanzine publisher. Lars received 31 votes out of 51 cast. The ALvar Award is named

something worthwhile.
I have spent a great deal of time on public activities the past few years, including two years as president of World SF. 

hbllieVe 1 haVS d°ne bit' and 1 “iSh tO retire for a

enjoyable activites as conventions, broadcasts, interviews, or panels.
present.' Sincerely,

Sam Lundwall."

only Swedish fan-award of importance. Besides the honour, 
it consists of a diploma and apporximately £100 in cash.

The Alvar is sponosred by an institution called the 
Alval Appeltofft Memorial Foundation, founded when Alvar died in 1976 and with some £6000 of financial resources at 
the moment. The Alvar Foundation is considering to reform its statutes, in a way that will break the foundation away from control by the Scandinavian SF Assocation. The reason for this is that the foundation expects to increase its funds by, 
a tenfold. Alvar Appeltofft's old, childless parents will leave behind their fortune for the foundation, and with some sixty thousand pound sterling as capital it seems more

an old promise I had to fulfill," he says.' "That was
appropriate to have an independent Alvar foundation 

The proposed new statutes increases the board fromto nine members, at- t-ho . . .......

□nhoff?2;OWnnd P“blishin9 house LpP publishing a collec- in of Terry Carr's fan writinn __

e members, at the same time giving the board of 
□rs all powers. It also institutes a new Swedish to be presented annually.

HARVESTiZ.P will be one of the guests. FANDOMHARVEST is in English, aimed at the international market,
1 Rdsundvagen

There is also a new SF club in Uppsala, fc Spring. They chose as a name for their clubfounded this

with11 tn year'S SEFF-rac® has been won by Maths Claesson, with 38 votes against 30 for Anders Bellis.

of Swedish SEFF-administrator ,

JOHN BRUNNER: UN'ALA, number 3, March 1985.

Un'Ala is a happy exception.

September 1985. 15FF.

DEMAIN POURRAIT ETRE PIRE - TOMORROW MAY BE EVEN WORSE
AN ALPHABET OF SCIENCE FICTION CLICHES.

oprmg. iney chose as a name for their club "Europeisk 
fSr T6"06 Fiction" (European SF Association) !The name was chosen as a joke, to be more impressive than 

toe bs™ Association, the Swedish equivalent ofthe BSFA. When will the Milky Way SF’Association arrive”
T T ; —y oxxyuuxy ror one two Swedish prozinesit willT jUleS Verne has announced that

narh.n. , . ou «is Autumn (andperhaps later on up to 128), as well as improve the lay-out 
published by LFP publishing house, has been quite 

decided t f°r tHe laSt year‘ N°W the P^ishers havedecided to give the magazine a new chance. They are especi-

This Year's Alvar Appeltofft Memorial Award went to

John Brunner's "Tomorrow May Be Even Worse" repeats an old fannish history: good writing that simply fails to sell, and so makes its way to a fannish 
audience. The booklet contains twenty-six quatrains, one for each letter of the 
alphabet, poking fun at classic concepts

picked up by Nichel Jeury, who hawked the 
he could find someone who dared, to translate it. 
until he could find someone who’dared translating it.

The result is not to be looked down upon! The quatrains are good for many a giggle, in their original English 
version as well as in the excellent French translation bv Sylvie Laind (both published in this edition!), and the cartoons by ATom just top it off. Read a sample, and enjoy:

Le ROBOT d^p^rit d’amour -

. (Ahrvid Engholm)

the sponge

T,7-'^a 13 ',One Win9"' a feminist fanzine from Italy.i.S dtff®rent enough from the crop of Italian fanzines that 
iLLS * LW°rth a review a year after publication. The editors strike a good balance between serious discussion and 
^2iStTr9y; The latter iS esPeciallY lacking in many fanzines I've seen: the sun rises and sets on what the average Italian fanzine editor puts in his fanzine

at acknowledging their own intellectual baggage.
.- --- topics; ot course this sortof fanzine focuses on women sf authors, but I had expected authors who were more current than Angela Carter, Daphne du Maurier and C.L. Moore. Then again, one can argue that good writers and qbod stories are aiwavc _

- --- — introduce readers to good authors, and makethem want to read the stories. As for details about the 
essays themselves, the only false note was a too studied review of Du Maurier's works. The other essays were good 
reading just by themselves. The remaining two essays looked at a science fiction theatre in Italy, and at the roles of men and women in selected sf films.
The short story, "The Sentinels of Entropy", told the story of men guarding against increasing levels of entropy by isolating those people who thnnrrhf «-- _

Ie four!
Un petit coup de lubrifiant...The ROBOT tried to love a human.

All his best attempts were foiled.There was nothing he could do, man -That is why he's getting oiled.
This is a booklet you should try to get. (Roelof Goudriaan) 

Un'Ala does have a serious drawback — and that is it is not published often enough. (Lynne Ann Morse)



COFF Goes Under?
The future of the Concrete Overcoat Fan Fund (COFF) is 

to be opened up to greater fandom for discussion. COFF was set up in 1982 as a humorous unpopularity award,
GUFF. The award was thrown into question last year when 

administrator Kev Clarke, who attended the Novacon 15 
closing ceremony to emcee the presentation.) Both Kev and Steve Green would welcome comments from SoB's readers 
on whether COFF is worth continuing, and an announcement

Germany

Heyne has also cancelled publication of the GOR series;
deal with the immediate Indexing of the GOR books after

other feedback. (Steve Greenes address: 11 Fox Green
Kingdom.) In the meantime, Kev is off to lay his life down on the altar of matrimony — on August 23, to Melanie 
Lardner. (Steve Green)
Belgium

Belgium Beneluxcon this year. Eddy C. Bertin —editor of 
the main Flemish fanzine SF-Gids — and Patrick van de 

programme is rapidly taking shape. The con will be held October 25 - details in the "Contours" column. (EC Bertin)

BORGES
The Argentinian writer Jorge Louis Borges died on Saturday June 14 from liver cancer. Borges was 86 ye 

writing author of this century; making his debut in 1923 
with FERVOR DE BfUENOS AIRES, he had a breakthrough in the forties when his FICCIONES (FICTIONS) and EL ALEPH (THE ALEPH) were published. Blind for the second half of 
many with a fantastic angle of approach, in a condensed and economical style which made him a repeated candidate

Lawsuit
japan

Hayakawa Shobo, the major SF publisher in Japan, has lost a lawsuit against another big SF publisher, Tokuma Shoten. 
The issue at stake was the right to publish a collection by 
Japanese SF writer HORI Akira.

novellette SOLAR WIND INTERSECTION in 1980. The Japan SF Prize is supported —or rather established— by Tokuma, which publishes the monthly magazine SF Adventure. Earlier, the novellette had been published by Hayakawa in a hardcover collection with the same title as the story. However, Hayakawa had left the book out of print after printing only 

the collection.Hori had a verbal agreement with Hayakawa to grant the 
publisher exclusive rights to the collection. But after winning the Prize and subsequently discovering that there was 
no copy of the book to be found in the bookshops (and, 
according to a certain writer, after failing to get an affirmative answer from Hayakawa when asking for reprints), 
Hori was persuaded by Tokuma to publish SOLAR WIND INTER
SECTION in a paperback edition, by the Tokuma Shoten 
publishing house.When Tokuma published the book, Hayakawa sued Tokuma and Hori, demanding that Tokuma stop publication of the collec-
US dollars, as recompense.Central issue of the lawsuit was whether the oral agreement between Hori and Hayakawa had to be regarded as a valid

The first ever lawsuit in the history of Japanese SF is 
history. The side effects, however, are still rippling on. SOme SF writers felt sympathy for Hori; for example, Komatsu 
Sakyo, then chairman of the Japan SF Writer's Club, was so infuriated that he announced to Hayakawa that the publisher

should stop publication of all his books, and he also stopped writing'for SF Magazine, the oldest SF magazine still 
being published in Japan — founded by Hayakawa in 1959. The feud between the two biggest SF publishers will not, we 
expect, fade away soon. HAZU Hiroaki.
In Translation

reference book JAPANESE SF IN TRANSLATION by Fukami Dan. The book covers almost 250 Japanese SF stories and novels 
translated into another language. Fukami is a translator and critic of Socialist SF, so we may expect this part of the bibliography to be complete. The Dutch part of it is, as far 

will be corrected 
in further editions of the 

the 2nd edition;
stems from 1975.JAPANESE SF 
IN TRANSLATION

Roelof Goudriaan.

WHY YOU ARE GETTING THIS 'ZINE?

We trade.
Roelof and/or Lynne Ann just felt like it.
Send us news or Iocs, please?

RESPOND RESPOND RESPOND or you will never see another

HungaryNow that the Association of Hungarian SF Clubs is officially recognized, it is active beyond the organisation 
of Hungarocon and the Eurocon bid for 1988.The society just published its third collection of short SF stories, and is preparing others. These collections are 
given free to members of the society, but are also soiu in 
bookstores. For a fannish audience only, theyP^r works volume Of SF poems, a. bibliography and several other work . Finally, they are preparing a paleoastronautical n®«®^ter to be launched in the near future. The society s ^dress is. Hungarian SF Society, PO Box 514, Budapest 5, H-1374 Hungary.
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LILLE 86: September 6-9, 1986.

DELFTCON: 20 September 1986.

BECCON '87: the 1987 EASTERCON!
Middlesex UB5 4BU,

HANSE-CON: October 1986
Frank Mdller, D-2400 Lubeck,

CONSPIRACY '87: August 27-September 2, 1987
The 45th WorldCon! With Anything & Everything. Pr report 1 is out now. Attending membership is £25, local equivalents- to Conspiracy ?87, po Box 43, Cambridge, England, or to your local agent.
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